
For each set of terms assigned
complete the following:

1.  Write a Question
and answer.
2.  Find a picture to
represent it.
3.  Write a paragraph
description of the
term.

Nehru
Bandung Conference
“Direct Action Day”

Salt March

Muslim League
Lord Mountbatten

British Commonwealth
Punjab

Satyagraha
WWII

Mahatma Gandhi
Muhammad Ali Jinnah

“Quit India”
Civil Disobedience

Indian National Congress
Partition

Kashmir
Princeley States

West Pakistan, East Pakistan
3 IndoPakistan wars



India and WWII Questions
a. Describe the Indian National Congress– its background
and changes in policy

b. Explain the background and policy of The Muslim League

c. Who was Gandhi? – How did his actions, ideas differ from
other groups in India?

d. The British  - What were their ideas and actions towards
India surrounding the war?

e. What evidence is important?



Philosophical Chairs
Was Gandhi a myth or legend?

Yes
No
or 

Maybe?

1. Make sure you understand the central question/statement.
2.  Listen carefully and wait for mediator to recognize you
before speaking.
3.  Summarize previous point made before making your own.
4.  You may not speak again until three others have spoken.
5. Address the ideas/not the person.
6.  Keep and open mind and move to either side or to
undecided at anytime.

Guidelines



1. What was the most frustrating part of today’s
discussion?
2. What was the most successful part?
3. What statements led you to change your seat or to
remain sitting in your original position?
4. What conclusions can you draw about how you form
your beliefs based on today’s discussion?
5. What would you change about your participation in
today’s activity? Do you wish you had said something
that you did not? Did you think about changing seats but
didn’t? Explain

Reflection Questions



Civil Disobedience

Examine whether you believe civil resistance is effective
today?  

Was it successful in the past?  

Come up with a group list of reasons comparing why it is
good vs. bad.



Partition Discussion

a. How were the resources allocated in India compared
to Pakistan?
b. Why was Gandhi a resource?
c. Why were seaports important?
d. Why are Wonders of the World considered resources?
e. What are the benefits of coal and oil deposits?



Nehru Graphic Organizer Disc

• Mark as Social, Economic, or Political
• Those tied to improving life for the poorest Indians
• Those tied to the global position of India
• Now think about effects.  
                        a. most effective (and evidence to support)?
                        b. Least effective (again, be able to back this up)?



Short Term Effects of 
Indian Independence Presentations

a. The 1947-49 War  Immediate Causes
b.  The 1947-49 War Progress
c.  The 1947-49 War Effects

W. The Kashmir War Immediate Causes
1.  The Kashmir War Progress
2.  The Kashmir War Effects

3. Indo Pakistan War Immediate Causes
4.  Indo Pakistan War Progress
5.  Indo Pakistan WarEffects 

One students will read and take notes, another will write the
summary and last will find a photo and present in Media


